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Abstract

Designing and maintaining a huge class model is a very

complex task. When an object oriented software or model

becomes bigger and bigger, duplicated elements start to ap-

pear, decreasing the readability and the maintainability of

the software. In this paper, we present an approach, imple-

mented in a tool and validated by a case study, that helps

software architects designing and improving their class

models. Since many different languages (UML, EMOF,

Java, . . . ) allow to express class models, this approach has

been made generic i.e. capable of dealing with any lan-

guage described by a meta-model. Using this approach,

software architects will be able to design and maintain more

efficiently their class models.

1. Introduction

Designing and maintaining class models is a crucial task

in object oriented software design. A well designed class

model makes the software easier to understand, maintain

and reuse. Designing a class model is an iterative task:

classes, properties/attributes, associations and methods are

added and modified as the software evolves.

When the software reaches a large size (in terms of num-

ber of classes, methods, attributes and associations), it is al-

most impossible for a software architect to know each detail

of the architecture. Consequently, element duplications are

unintentionally introduced. For instance, many class mod-

els contain two different classes that own a property named

name or ident. Because of the huge number of meth-

ods and properties, removing code duplications becomes

a very difficult task and can hardly be manually achieved.

Table 1 gives an insight of the number of duplicated at-

tributes names (identifiers) in four class models that will be

used in the case study (see section 5). UML2 and Docbook

are two metamodels designed with Ecore, Apache Common
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Collections (ACC) and Minjava are written in Java. Those

name duplications do not necessarily imply redundant dec-

larations since two attributes can have the same name and

different meanings. However, it gives an indication on the

actual number of duplicated attributes.

Docbook UML2 Minjava ACC

#Classes 40 246 29 250

#Attributes 183 615 340 544

#Attrib. name

duplications

161 319 63 373

For a given identifier I duplicated n times, we count n duplica-

tions (and not one).

Table 1. Attribute name (identifier) duplica-

tions in four class models

Literature on class model design shows that it is possible

to compute normal forms of a given class model. In [18],

five different normal forms are defined: two normal forms

regarding the classes and their attributes, two for classes and

their methods and the last one concerning classes and asso-

ciations. All these normal forms guarantee that a given at-

tribute or method will appear exactly once in the whole class

model and that inheritance links correspond to attribute and

method sets inclusion or refinement. These forms differ by

the amount of multiple inheritance links used to address the

previous criterion (for instance, classes that do not intro-

duce an attribute or a method can be removed and replaced

by multiple inheritance links). In the rest of the paper, a

class model is said to be in normal form if and only if there

is no redundancies in it and inheritance links correspond to

attribute and method sets inclusion or refinement.

The contribution presented in this paper is a generic ap-

proach and tool using Model-Driven Engineering and Rela-

tional Concept Analysis to perform class model normaliza-

tion, and a case study on real world class models coming

from different languages (Java and Ecore).

Formal Concept Analysis [16] has proven [18] to be an
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efficient approach to perform class model normalization.

FCA is a clustering method that automatically classifies el-

ements described by binary attributes. When applied to

class models, it can find duplicated properties or methods

and produce a normalized class model that minimizes the

number of classes needed to introduce all the properties and

methods of the initial model. On the other hand, FCA is un-

able to deal with other kind of specialization/generalization

mechanisms existing in class models. For instance a method

that redefines a method is not going to be created by a FCA

process.

Relational Concept Analysis [6], an extension of Formal

Concept Analysis, is an even more efficient approach to deal

with object oriented softwares. It is a relational extension of

FCA that allows to deal with entities described by binary at-

tributes and by relations with the other entities. Using RCA,

most of the constructions (invariant or covariant method re-

definition, covariant attribute redefinition) proposed by ob-

ject oriented languages are supported. More details about

FCA and RCA are presented in Section 2.

Class models can be expressed in many different lan-

guages, such as modeling languages (UML, Ecore, . . . ) or

object-oriented programming languages (Java, C++, . . . ).

The crucial point tackled by our approach is the difficulty

to deal with all these different languages : before applying

an FCA or RCA process, the source data have to be trans-

lated into the input FCA data format. We propose to use

Model Driven Engineering to deal with this issue.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2

gives a quick presentation of formal and relational concept

analysis. Section 3 shows how we use Model Driven En-

gineering to build a generic approach and tool, that is pre-

sented in Section 4. Section 5 presents and discusses a case

study of the application of our tool to real world models

and softwares. Section 6 discusses related world and con-

cludes.

2. Formal and Relational Concept Analysis

Formal Concept Analysis [19] is a clustering method that

classifies a set of entities described by binary attributes.

More formally, let K = (E,A, R) be a formal context. E
is a set of entities, A is a set of attributes and R a binary

relation such as R ⊆ E × A. A sample formal context is

shown at the right of Figure 1. In this context, entities are

the rows and attributes are the columns.

With a formal context, several concepts can be produced.

A concept is a set of entities that share several attributes. It

can be considered as an abstraction of these entities. More

formally, a concept is a pair (X, Y ) with X ⊆ E, Y ⊆
A and X = {e ∈ E|∀y ∈ Y, (e, y) ∈ R} is the extent

(covered entities), Y = {a ∈ A|∀x ∈ X, (x, a) ∈ R} is the

intent (shared attributes).

As the definition states, the sets of entities and attributes

are maximal, i.e. there is no other entity that belongs to

the concept extent and owns all the attributes of the intent.

Moreover, there is no other attribute that belongs to the con-

cept intent and that is owned by all the entities of the ex-

tent. These properties ensure maximal factorization of at-

tributes, and in the context of class model, avoids property

and method duplications.

The concepts can be organized in a specialization lattice:

a concept c1 is lower than a concept c2 if the extent of c1

is included in the extent of c2 (and inversely, the intent of

c2 is included in the intent of c1). The specialization lattice

ensures, in the context of class model normalization, that

inheritance or specialization links respect property/method

sets inclusion and refinement. A sample lattice correspond-

ing to the context of Figure 1 is shown at the left of Figure 2.

Three steps are required to apply formal concept analysis

on a class model. First, the class model is converted into a

formal context. This step is shown on Figure 1. Each class

of the class model is converted into an entity in the formal

context. The properties of the class are converted into at-

tributes in the formal context, and the binary relation of the

formal context is built according to attribute possession.

Figure 1. First step of FCA on a UML model

Second, a concept lattice is built, according to the for-

mal context. This concept lattice will contain concepts that

represent the existing entities (and thus the classes) of the

formal context, and new concepts that will lead to the cre-

ation of new classes. The last step is to build a class model

according to the concept lattice. This step is shown in Fig-

ure 2. It is clear that the output class model is normalized

whereas the input class model was not. This normal form is

called attribute lattice factored form in [18].

Figure 2. Second step of FCA on a UML

model

Formal Concept Analysis is powerful to distribute at-

tributes in a class hierarchy, but is unable to deal with re-

lational descriptions. As an example, let us consider the



class model in the top of Figure 3. The same conversion and

application of FCA on this model, as previously described,

would lead to the creation of the model shown in the right of

Figure 3. The resulting model, even if it is in normal form,

could still be improved. A new attribute with type Person

could be introduced in the class Person. Then, the friends

and colleagues properties should redefine this new attribute.

Figure 3. Limitations of FCA on a UML model

Relational Concept Analysis [6, 19] is an extension of

FCA. It is designed to take into account entities described

by binary attributes with relations linking them. In RCA,

instead of having just one formal context, there is one for-

mal context for each kind of entities. Then these formal

contexts are filled out with other contexts that show rela-

tions between entities coming from one context and enti-

ties coming from another context (which can be the same).

More formally, a Relational Context Family (RCF) is a

pair F = (K, L) where K is a set of formal contexts

where Ki = (Ei, Ai, Ri) and L a set of relational contexts,

Li = (Ea, Eb, Ri) with Ri ⊆ Ea ×Eb. Figure 4 shows the

relational context family corresponding to the class model

at the left of Figure 3.

Figure 4. Applying RCA on a UML model: pro-

duced contexts

An iterative lattice construction is applied on the rela-

tional context family. A concept lattice is built for each

formal context Ki of the Relational Context Family. The

discovered concepts of these lattices are injected as new en-

tities in the RCF, and new lattices are built. This iterative

construction stops whenever for each category of entities,

the lattices built while performing two successive steps are

isomorphic. The set of lattices produced after each step of

the process is called a Concept Lattice Family (CLF). The

class model in Figure 5 has been produced from the contexts

of Figure 4.

Figure 5. RCA result on a UML model

The description of FCA and RCA given is this section

are very brief, but more detailed explanations, with exam-

ples, can be found in [18, 2, 14].

3. Generic encoding of the input and the output

: issues and MDE-based solution

In this section we point out the problems emerging when

building a single RCA tool handling different input lan-

guages, and explain why MDE solves the problems.

When applying a formal method on software artifacts, a

problem often emerges: software artifacts have to be trans-

lated into a format from which it is possible to apply the

formal method. With RCA for instance, the class models

have to be encoded into formal contexts. To build an FCA-

or RCA-based tool able to deal with a large range of input

data formats, it is often necessary to develop as well a great

number of encoders (see Figure 6). To apply RCA on Java

programs, it is necessary to dispose of a Java grammar and

parser, and to implement a program that encodes Java ab-

stract syntactic trees into formal contexts. To apply RCA

on a UML model, an XML or XMI parser is required, and

again, a translator between XMI and formal contexts has to

be created.

Figure 6. A naive tool approach

It is easy to see that to deal with n different languages,

n+1 programs are required (the last one to apply the formal

method). Worse, if we consider that the output of the formal

method has to be converted back into the initial format, like

in RCA, 2n + 1 programs are required. For technological

reasons, these programs are likely not to be coded with the



same language (because of parsers availability). This archi-

tecture raises many problems. If the formal method input

data format is modified, n programs have to be modified. If

a different configuration of the translation has to be tested,

the n programs have to be modified again. Therefore, this

architecture requires too much coding effort to cope with a

large range of input data. The solution we propose to tackle

this issue is based on Model-Driven Engineering.

Figure 7. The meta-modeling hierarchy

Model Driven Engineering [21] is a recent software de-

velopment paradigm. It was introduced to deal more with

abstractions rather than code. In a MDE-based develop-

ment, every produced or used artifact (including code) is

a model, whose structure is defined by a meta-model (a

model is said to conform to a meta-model). To pragmati-

cally handle two models that conform to two different meta-

models (for example to transform a UML model into a Rela-

tional Database model), a program has to be written, dealing

with both meta-models. For that purpose, MDE assumes

the existence of a unique meta-metamodel. Such a meta-

metamodel allows to define how a meta-model is structured.

Mainly, two meta-metamodels are used: EMOF [24] (de-

fined by the OMG) and Ecore [11] (defined by Eclipse).

Since we have built our tool with the Eclipse platform, we

have chosen the meta-metamodel Ecore. However, Ecore

and EMOF have no significant differences. In the follow-

ing, we will use Ecore. The meta-metamodel is the last

level in the modeling hierarchy (shown in Figure 7), and

is expressive enough to describe itself. Therefore a meta-

meta-metamodel is not necessary.

In the introduction, we explained that the goal of this pa-

per is to provide a generic approach with a tool allowing

to deal with several different languages. Such a tool must

be able to translate class models (either UML or Java mod-

els for example) to RCA contexts. Yet, Ecore can describe

either a UML model or Java code. Therefore, such a trans-

lator can be considered as a model transformation taking

as input a model described by a meta-model written with

Ecore, and producing as output RCA contexts. The oppo-

site translator, that takes as input RCA lattices and produces

a model in the same format as the inital one, is also a model

transformation.

All the information from a UML model or Java code is

not relevant for an RCA process. For example, the fact that

two classes are abstract does not imply to build an abstrac-

tion of those two classes: this fact has not to be taken as

a reason to build abstractions, and thus has not to be en-

coded. The translators thus need to know what parts of the

models have to be encoded for the RCA process, and also

the specialization links that can exist in the model (method

redefinition or class inheritance for example). We propose

to give the translators this configuration information by the

way of a configuration model, specifying all this informa-

tion in terms of elements of the input or output metamodel.

The next section details our MDE-based approach and

tool, that allows an easy definition of RCA translators.

4. Generic class model normalization

In this section, we describe our approach, summurized

in Figure 8, that integrates RCA and MDE to perform class

model normalization. Three successive model transforma-

tions are defined:

1. encoding: transforms the input class model (which can

be Java code, a UML class model, . . . ) into a Rela-

tional Context Family representing this class model,

2. RCA: apply the RCA process on the previously gener-

ated RCF to build a Concept Lattice Family,

3. decoding: transforms the previously built CLF into a

class model conform to the same meta-model as the

input model.

Figure 8. Process overview

In our process, the first (encoding) and the third (decod-

ing) transformations have to be generic. By generic, we

mean that they are written independently from the meta-

model to which the input/output models conform. Yet, a

Java class model cannot be transformed into a RCF like a

UML model, at least because names of meta-classes and

meta-references in both underlying metamodels are not the

same. Since it is not possible to automatically detect in



a meta-model the elements that are interesting and worth

injecting in the RCA process, configuration data have to

be furnished to the encoding and decoding transformations.

This configuration is based on the meta-model of the class

model to analyse or to produce, and dynamically tunes the

behaviour of the generic transformations.

Figure 9. The sample models

We use two sample models to show how the encoding

transformation works. The first one (at the bottom and lhs

of Figure 9) is a simple UML model, the second one (at the

bottom and rhs of Figure 9) is a tiny piece of Java code.

Figure 9 places the two examples in the meta-modeling hi-

erarchy: meta-models of the models are represented, and

the meta-metamodel (Ecore in this example) of the meta-

models as well. The Java, UML and Ecore meta-models are

presented in a reduced form that only contains information

relevant to illustrate our process. The dotted arrows show

the conforms to links between elements and meta-elements.

Information that will tune the encoding and decoding trans-

formations will come from the M2 level. In the rest of the

section, we will show how we use those models and meta-

models through the encoding transformation.

Let us suppose that we want to apply the same RCA con-

figuration as in Figure 4 to the sample UML model. To do

that, we want to create two formal contexts, one describing

the classes and one describing the properties. In order to

merge properties, the name of the properties has to be used

as an attribute in the properties context. Two relational con-

Figure 10. The Relational Context Family

metamodel

texts are also required: one describing the ownedAttribute

relation between classes and properties, and one describ-

ing the type relation between the properties and the classes.

For the Java model, the configuration has to be different.

Indeed, the Java model does not contains properties, only

methods. Therefore we want to merge methods based on

their names to create super-classes. So for this example,

we will have two formal contexts: one for the classes and

the other for the methods. The methods context will use

the name of the methods as an attribute, and a relational

context will describe the methods relation between classes

and methods (methods introduced by a class). In order to

give that kind of information to the encoding and decoding

transformations, we have introduced a configuration meta-

model, shown in Figure 11.

FormalContextCreation

+ metaClass: EClass
+ metaAttributes: EAttributes[0..*]
+ metaSpecializationLink: EReference

RelationalContextCreation

+ metaReference: EReference

RcaConf

+ metaModel: EPackage

+ formalContextCreations 0..*
+ relationalContextCreations 0..*

+ source

1..1

+ target
1..1

Figure 11. The encoding/decoding configura-

tion metamodel

The encoding transformation uses two models to fulfill

its goal: a class model (UML, Java, . . . ) and a configura-

tion model conform to the configuration meta-model previ-

ously shown. To remain in the MDE paradigm, we created

a meta-model for the RCF that will be produced by this

transformation (Figure 10). This transformation works as

follows. First, a formal context is created for each Formal-

ContextCreation element in the configuration model. Enti-

ties of this formal context are the elements coming from the

class model which are conform to the meta-class defined in



the metaClass attribute of the FormalContextCreation ele-

ment. The attributes of this formal context will be created

according to the values of the metaAttributes attribute of the

FormalContextCreation element.

Figure 12 shows in a textual format the configuration

model used to encode the sample UML model. Accord-

ing to this configuration model, two formal contexts will be

created: one for the classes (MetaClass class) and one for

the properties (MetaClass Property). No attributes will be

created in the classes formal context. The value of the name

attribute from the properties will be used in the properties

formal context. Figure 13 shows the two formal contexts

Kproperty and Kclass created using both the sample UML

model and the sample configuration model.

RCA Config. for UML Class Models:

Formal Context Creations:

- MetaClass Class: metaAttributes = [],

metaSpecializationLink = "generalization.general"

- MetaClass Property: metaAttributes = ["name"],

metaSpecializationLink = "redefinedProperty"

Relational Context Creations:

- MetaReference ownedAttribute: source = Class,

target = Property

- MetaReference type: source = Property,

target = Class

Figure 12. UML configuration model

Figure 13. The generated UML contexts

After having created the formal contexts, the encod-

ing transformation creates the relational contexts. One re-

lational context will be created for each RelationalCon-

textCreation element from the configuration model. The

source and target attributes from the RelationalContextCre-

ation element will define which are the entities involved in

this relational context. The source entities are the entities

of the FormalContextCreation defined as source of the Re-

lationalContextCreation element, and so on for the target

entities. Then, for each source entity, the encoding trans-

formation will search if relations with the target entities of

the type defined in the metaReference attribute of the Rela-

tionContextCreation element exist in the input class model.

Those relations will be reported into the relational context.

In the UML configuration model of Figure 12, we can see

that two relational contexts will be created (they are shown

in Figure 13):

• RownedAttribute stems from the MetaReference owne-

dAttribute in the configuration model. It links the the

classes and the properties: a pair will be added in the

relation each time a class owns an attribute.

• Rtype stems from the MetaReference type in the con-

figuration model. It links the properties and the

classes: a pair will be added in the relation each time a

property is typed by a class.

Similarly, Figure 14 shows the configuration model used

to apply the RCA process on the sample Java code. Fig-

ure 15 shows the context produced by the encoding trans-

formation, using the sample Java code and the sample Java

configuration model.

RCA Config. for Java Class Models:

Formal Context Creations:

- MetaClass Class: metaAttributes = [],

metaSpecializationLink = "generalization.general"

- MetaClass Method: metaAttributes = ["name"]

Relational Context Creations:

- MetaReference methods: source = Class, target = Method

Figure 14. Java configuration model

Figure 15. The generated Java contexts

Since we have not detailed how is structured a Concept

Lattice Family in Section 2, we will not explain in details



how works the decoding transformation. But the principle

of this transformations is the same as the one of the en-

coding transformation, and the same configuration model is

used to perform this transformation.

The whole RCA process is very complex, and involves

lots of details that have not been introduced here for the

sake of clarity. Having implemented the whole process

with model transformations allowed us to clearly identify

the variation points in the involved algorithms and add them

in the configuration metamodel. In that way, a RCA expert

can easily fine-tune the process, without modifying a single

line of code of the tool.

5. Case study

To evaluate our class model normalization approach, we

carried out an experiment on four actual class models. Two

of them, UML [12] and Docbook [27], are design mod-

els written in Ecore. The two others, Apache Commons

Collections (ACC) [15] and Minjava [13], are implementa-

tion models, obtained by reverse-engineering on Java code.

UML stands for the UML 2.0 meta-model. Docbook is a

meta-model of the Docbook language. Apache Commons

Collections is a Java library that extends the Java collec-

tions. Minjava is a Java reverse engineering tool that analy-

ses Java byte-code and produces an Ecore compliant Java

model conform to a simple Java meta-model. This tool

can restrict the extraction of Java code to some packages.

When building our sample models, we chose to restrict

the extraction of Java entities to the program itself, and

blocked the extraction of the Java standard library (except

base types). So when a Java class introduces an attribute

typed by a class included in the standard Java API (for in-

stance a LinkedList), the attribute appears as not typed in the

resulting model. We tested three different configurations of

our approach on these models:

1. Basic FCA configuration (FCA1): it corresponds to

the one in [18], that generates a class and a property

context and analyses the attribute possession to dis-

cover super-classes, based on attribute names. Fig-

ure 16 shows this configuration applied to the Ecore

meta-model.

2. Enhanced FCA configuration (FCA2): same as the pre-

vious configuration, but using information specific to

the input language (static keyword in Java, cardinal-

ity in Ecore) to avoid incorrect generalizations. Fig-

ure 17 shows this configuration applied to the Ecore

meta-model.

3. Enhanced Properties configuration (RCA): a RCA con-

figuration that generates a class and a property con-

text and analyses the attribute possession and type to

discover super-classes and redefined properties. Fig-

ure 18 shows this configuration applied to the Ecore

meta-model.

Since we used two different kinds of models (Ecore and

Java) in our experiments, these three configurations has

been defined for the two languages. Therefore, six configu-

ration models have been designed.

Basic FCA Config for Ecore

Formal Context Creations:

- MetaClass EClass: metaAttributes = [],

metaSpecializationLink = "generalization.general"

- MetaClass EAttribute: metaAttributes = ["name"]

- MetaClass EReference: metaAttributes = ["name"]

Relational Context Creations:

- MetaReference eStructuralFeatures: source = EClass,

target = EAttribute

- MetaReference eStructuralFeatures: source = EClass,

target = EReference

Figure 16. FCA1 configuration for Ecore

Enhanced FCA Config for Ecore

Formal Context Creations:

- MetaClass EClass: metaAttributes = [],

metaSpecializationLink = "generalization.general"

- MetaClass EAttribute: metaAttributes = ["name",

"upperBound","lowerBound","derived"]

- MetaClass EReference: metaAttributes = ["name",

"upperBound","lowerBound","derived"]

Relational Context Creations:

- MetaReference eStructuralFeatures: source = EClass,

target = EAttribute

- MetaReference eStructuralFeatures: source = EClass,

target = EReference

Figure 17. FCA2 configuration for Ecore

Enhanced RCA Properties Config for Ecore

Formal Context Creations:

- MetaClass EClass: metaAttributes = [],

metaSpecializationLink = "generalization.general"

- MetaClass EAttribute: metaAttributes = ["name",

"upperBound","lowerBound","derived"]

- MetaClass EReference: metaAttributes = ["name",

"upperBound","lowerBound","derived"]

Relational Context Creations:

- MetaReference eStructuralFeatures: source = EClass,

target = EAttribute

- MetaReference eStructuralFeatures: source = EClass,

target = EReference

- MetaReference eType: source=EReference, target=EClass

Figure 18. RCA configuration for Ecore

To present the results of the application of RCA to our

sample models, we use the produced Concept Lattices Fam-

ily. We classify the concepts of these lattices into three dis-

joint categories:



• ExistingConcepts: these concepts represent ele-

ments that were already present in the input class

model,

• NewConcepts: these concepts represent elements

created during the RCA process,

• MergeConcepts: these concepts represent the merge

of existing elements from the input model.

The ExistingConcepts set is not really interesting

since it contains only concepts representing the input en-

tities. The NewConcepts set is very interesting. It con-

tains the concepts that may introduce new useful elements

(abstractions of existing ones) in the class model. The

MergeConcepts set is also interesting, since it contains

the elements from the source model that have been consid-

ered as similar and therefore have led to the creation of the

new elements. To present the result of our case study, we

choose to use the two following quantities:

• N , the number of new elements i.e. |NewConcepts|,

• M , the number of merges i.e. |MergeConcepts|.

Figure 19. Results for Minjava class model

Figure 20. Results for ACC class model

Figure 21. Results for Docbook class model

Figure 22. Results for UML class model

Figures 19-22 show the results of the application of the

different RCA processes to our sample class models. It is

clear the FCA1 configuration produces more merge than

the two other configurations. This is the expected result

because the two other configurations use information spe-

cific to the class model language in order to avoid incorrect

merges. The RCA configuration is the one that produces

the greatest number of new elements. This is also the ex-

pected result, because it uses the type of the properties to

create more abstract new properties that led to the creation

of more new super-classes.

The previous results show how the different configura-

tions of the RCA process behave, but are unable to show

the quality of these results. Metrics are a way of assessing

quality, but they are not so easy to use: based on current

inheritance metrics from [5, 23], it has been shown in [10]

that inheritance metrics (associated with size metrics) are

useful in measuring software stability, but don’t really help

in detecting concrete design problems.

In [17], the case study uses a structural metric to ana-

lyze the result of FCA application on real world class hi-

erarchies. The chosen metric, called M2 is derived of the

M1 metric introduced in [22]. This metric measures redun-

dancy and inheritance quality. Basically, M2 is a weighted

sum of the number of attributes and the number of inheri-

tance links. To defavor the use of multiple inheritance, for

a given class the inheritance links count as double after the

first one. The lower metric M2 is, the better the class model



is designed.

Unfortunately, this metric can lead to wrong analysis of

the class model. If we imagine an output class model where

a super-class has been found but is not correct (for instance

because of homographs), the M2 metric will still consider

this output model as better than the input one. Moreover,

this metric is not compatible with the use of redefined prop-

erties or methods. If we use the class model shown in Fig-

ure 3, the metric M2 will be 24 for the input model, 22
for the output model without attribute redefinition and 26
for the output class model with attribute redefinition. This

clearly shows that this metric is unable to correctly measure

the quality of a class model design when attribute redefini-

tion is used.

Two research directions are now open. Firstly, results

from FCA/RCA on class model can be assessed using recent

proposals and results on specialization quality measurement

[9, 4]. Secondly, specific metrics can be introduced for FCA

and RCA based on human judgement. To compute our met-

rics, a human analysis of the concepts of the NewConcepts
and the MergeConcepts sets is required. An architect,

preferably with a good knowledge of the input class model,

counts the number of concepts in these two sets that are

considered as correct. Our four metrics are:

• cn: number of concepts included in the NewConcepts

set that are considered as correct; a rate is obtained

with cnr = cn/|NewConcepts|;

• cm: number of concepts included in the MergeCon-

cepts set that are considered as correct; a rate is ob-

tained with cmr = cm/|MergeConcepts|.

Results of these metrics on Minjava are shown in Tables

2 and 3. Concept correction has been assessed by the de-

signer of Minjava. These results confirm what was expected

from the quantitative results. FCA1 is the configuration that

produces the most of incorrect merges and RCA produces

the most incorrect new concepts. On the other hand, new

concepts produced by RCA could not have been created us-

ing a FCA configuration and can contains useful concepts.

However it is necessary to find a way to analyse those new

concepts in a semi automatic way, because they are too nu-

merous to be analysed by hand.

6. Related work and conclusion

Our previous works ([20], [7], [2]) were the origins of

the presented generic approach in model transformations

using RCA. [8] showed an implementation using Objecteer-

ing and Galicia [28], and there also exists an implementa-

tion using Galicia with specific modules translating XMI

files into RCF, and CLF into XMI files. In [2], we have

shown our approach specifically using UML metamodel.

FCA1 FCA2 RCA

|MergeConcepts| 12 10 10

cm 10 10 10

cmr 0.83 1 1

|NewConcepts| 2 2 6

cn 0 0 0

cnr 0 0 0

Table 2. Results on attributes for Minjava

FCA1 FCA2 RCA

|MergeConcepts| 4 4 4

cm 3 3 3

cmr 0.75 0.75 0.75

|NewConcepts| 9 8 12

cn 5 5 5

cnr 0.56 0.63 0.42

Table 3. Results on classes for Minjava

In all the approaches, the implementation of RCA-building

algorithms were crucial in the computation time. To our

knowledge, these were the only RCA-based approaches in

the context of Model Driven Engineering. Related to model

refactoring, the majority of the contributions on refactoring

addresses the code level, but the recent interest for model-

driven approaches led to several works on model refactor-

ing, in particular UML refactoring [25]. Most of the re-

search focuses on small and atomic model transformations

(adding a class, adding an association), except the commu-

nity working on design pattern application by model refac-

toring (for example [26]). Our main claim is to show the

evolution of our approach to be generic and independent of

the implied models. Works, such as shown in [3], confirm

our hypothesis about the degree of complexity that implies

the model transformations.

We have presented in this paper a theory and a tool allow-

ing to normalize class models based on different metamod-

els. The normalization process is based on Relational Con-

cept Analysis. A case study has been conducted to demon-

strate that the FCA and RCA process can be adapted just

modifying the configuration model of the underlying model

transformations. A quantitative analysis has been given in

terms of dedicated metrics on the obtained results. The ex-

periments conducted with the tool confirmed us in the in-

tuitive idea that some FCA and RCA configurations allow

to discover lots of abstractions, among them a small num-

ber of very relevant ones (that cannot be found with simpler

configurations), and a large number of a poorly-interesting

ones. We thus plan to work in two main directions. First,

we plan to make a large qualitative analysis with domain



experts on several case studies, to determine if a trade-off

can be found in the configurations to detect a maximum

number of relevant abstractions, with a minimum number

of low value-added generated abstractions. Second, we will

continue current work on natural language analysis based

on lexical nets to detect on the fly or afterward the inter-

esting abstractions, to name discovered abstractions, and to

measure the relevancy of an abstraction.
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